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Richard Andrew King Is a living master of numerology.

Vikki Douglass Ford
PhD, J.D.

Richard Andrew King should be called Dr. King. His books are of the magnitude that will be read
with reverence for generations to come.

Hunter Stowers
Numerologist/Intuitive

Richard Andrew King breaks new ground! It's almost as if the very Spirit of Numerology is using
King as an instrument to evolve this ancient science to a new level. After learning from King's
teaching, it is impossible to conceive of going back to that 'twilight naive and foggy' state of
being where one can only guess or hint at the truths, motivations and directions of one's life that
are Pre-King.

New York

Erika T.
MSc & BSc Linguistics &
Psychology

Numerologist
Sweden

The King’s Book of Numerologytm series is all you need if you wish to become a Master
numerologist or if you simply want to learn to calculate your own numbers the correct way. Trust
me. I’ve read all of the best sellers on Amazon, and I have roughly a hundred books on
numerology in my personal library. Some of them are good and some of them are great and none
of them are second-rate since I don’t tolerate mediocrity. But Richard Andrew King’s books on
numerology are a totally different dimension. None of the books that I own, not even all of them
at once, can compete with the King’s Book of Numerologytm series. The depth of knowledge and
understanding that I gained from studying the first book in the series for only a month outshined
everything I had learnt about numerology during the two years that it took me to read all the other
numerology books that I have.

Michelle Buchanan
Numerologist & Author
New Zealand

I stumbled across Richard Andrew King's first book, "The King's Book of Numerology Volume
1: Foundations and Fundamentals" by chance, thinking I had already read everything there is to
know about Numerology, having studied it extensively for the past 31 years. Boy was I wrong!!!
It didn't take long before I realized this book was different from all others and was in a category
all of its own. Richard takes the science of Numerology to a whole other level and the in-depth
wisdom he provides is above and beyond anything you will find in any other books, including my
own. You just have to see how many different titles he has written on the subject and the volume
of content he provides to know this is truly a master dedicated to studying, perfecting and
teaching his craft. I feel very blessed to have stumbled across Richard's work because I love to
learn everything I can about Numerology and it's not very often I come across information I
didn't already know. I've been enjoying exploring some of Richard's unique theories so much that
I decided to buy all of his other books as well. Now I'll be busy reading for the next few years ...
LOL. If you are serious about understanding and mastering Numerology, I highly recommend
Richard's rich and extensive work.

Pilar Pascual
Numerologist
(English/Spanish)

The King's Numerologytm marks a 'before and after' in my journey of studying Numerology. It is
a system which is unique and different from any other that I had previously learned. I have been
interested in the study of this art for many years. I have read pretty much all publications that
have been made in the field, both in English and Spanish, always looking for more and more
knowledge, but never been fully satisfied with what I encountered. Everything I found essentially
said the same thing, oftentimes offering incoherent and contradictory information, as if the only
thing that really changed was the cover of the book. But this was only until I found my first book
by Mr. King, as unique and special as there is.

Europe

Darius Oliver,
Numerologist and
Metaphysician

Wow!!! Thank you for the clarity you're helping me to see. It’s opening my eyes even more, and
I've been able to assist other Numerologists who've been practicing for 30+ years to have more
accuracy in their readings. Not only are the calculations amazing, but the philosophy is quite
valuable to me as well. Thank You so much, Richard, for sharing these powerful truths with me!
Your work is Quite Masterful!

Toni Allocco

Richard Andrew King is the teacher's teacher.
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Cyndi Silva
Metaphysical Wisdom

Deep, detailed and prophetic. This information will change the way you live your life.

Frank Monahan
Educator/Numerologist

Richard Andrew King is the "Incarnation of Numbers." I highly recommend any of his books on
numerology. Anyone interested in the subject of numerology, from the beginning student to the
advanced adept, will find a treasure of information in any of his books.

Tashia P.
Photographer, Artist

Other numerologists may refer to themselves as master numerologists, but Richard Andrew King
is the King of numerologists.

Roxanne Carol
Astrologer/Metaphysician

Richard Andrew King’s Numerology is, by far, head and shoulders above all the rest.

George Shaver
Metaphysician/Psychic

I will say without hesitation that The King's Numerologytm is true and real. Richard Andrew
King's knowledge of numbers changes intangible spirituality and divination into solid, practical,
objective reality. Richard Andrew King brings science to the art and practice of divination and
spirituality; proof to the otherwise unprovable; solid evidence to the not-so-solid-universe of the
divine. The Kings Book of Numerologytm Series contains new information that informs and
predicts more completely and accurately than any previously published numerological work. I
personally feel Richard Andrew King is bringing back the empowered sciences of long ago,
information long since lost upon this plane.

Michael W.
Numerologist

I have read your book, The Kings Book of Numerologytm. It is the best numerology book I've ever
read.

Dr. M.P. Wylie, Founder
Transpersonal Research
Foundation

Richard King's in-depth knowledge and research in numerology can open new doors to the inner
soul and give insight to potential relationship building skills!

Ann Trump &
Karen Prioletti-Saint Deck

Richard Andrew King is our #1 numerology reference!

M. Rockwell – Engineer
and Business Owner.

I just finished reading "The King's Book of Numerology, Volumes 1 and 2." King's overall
approach makes more sense to me than any other author on the subject. I’ve read Matthew
Goodwin, Matthew Oliver, Hanz Decoz, Juno Jorden, Joanne Justice, Chero, Lloyd Stayhorn,
Lynn Buess, Heather Lagen, Julian Moore, and others. King's approach is comprehensive and
layered, seemingly leaving no numerical-stone unturned. The beginner will appreciate his initial
simplicity and unique narrative that clearly connect this subject to its underlying spiritual-context
in which all Numerology is based. Afterwards, the way he moves into a multi-layered synthesis,
more representative of the human condition than any approach I’ve experienced, is
extraordinary. Simply, this work is Immensely useful and actionable! After all, the motivation as
to why we engage in Numerology is far more universal than to simply access insights into “who
we are," “what makes us and others tick” — it is to live the best life possible!

Dr. Emily Hancock,
Harvard - Executive
Editor: Moxie Magazine

There can be no doubt about the validity of Richard Andrew King's research and intuitive use of
numerology. His application of this metaphysical science goes well beyond other ancient
schemes such as astrology and the enneagram in giving us direction by clarifying who and what
we are.
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